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Why is there such controversy about gun
control? One side says, Guns dont kill
people, people kill people. The other side
believes that if no one had guns the world
would be a much safer place. Who is right?
In this little book of about 23,500-words, I
look at the argument and see if either side
is right and if not what the answer really is.
Why am I qualified to write this book? I
grew up in the fifties and sixties when the
world was much different. Murder was
almost not known in the towns and cities
where I lived. Now anytime you turn on
the local news, there has been a murder, an
attempted murder or a robbery. I have also
been an author and outdoor writer for many
years. I have also owned and used many
different types of firearms and have written
about them. What I write in this book,
however, will probably surprise many that
read it.
I know many will jump to the
conclusion that since I own guns and have
written about them, I will be biased. I can
assure you that I will look at both sides and
explain the good, the bad and the ugly of
the issue. You cannot write about
something that you do not know or
understand. I have owned, tested, worked
on and written about firearms. I have
known people that were injured by them
and people that were saved by them.
Therefore, I will have some surprising
insights as to why this is so controversial,
what can be done to settle the question and
what the future holds. How do I know what
the future holds? Because, I have inside
information as to what will happen if either
side gets their wish. You may be shocked
and surprised at what I am about to say. I
am sure that some of what I say will offend
a few people from both sides of the
argument, but if they really want to know
the answer, it will be here. It will be up to
each person to look at what I say and then
think about it. Many times when we first
hear the truth, it shocks us or even makes
us angry. However, if you really want to
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know the truth about something you must
look for it. And sometimes, it takes a while
even after you find it, to understand that it
is the correct answer. During the 1960s
the world began to change and not for the
better. As a freshman in high school, I
remember that one of our teachers had a
reloading press in his office. During his
free time, he would reload high-powered
rifle cartridges he used on his deer hunts
out west.
Another time a classmate
brought me a handful of .22 shots shells to
take home and try. In addition, as a senior,
I could buy .22 cartridges at a local
hardware store if the sales clerk called my
father and asked if it was all right. Just a
couple of years later, however, things had
changed. When I was in the United States
army on active duty, I could not buy a box
of .22 rimfire ammunition at home while
on leave! I could not even legally buy a BB
cap because I was not twenty-one. My
father would have to buy it for me. Why
the change? I was a married man and had
a child on the way. I was serving my
country during a time of war. Every day I
was using an M-16, throwing hand
grenades, being trained to fire million
dollar Hawk Missiles at aircraft, yet I could
not buy a tiny round of ammunition to
shoot at a paper target. This seems
ludicrous and was. This is just one thing
that happens when people make laws
without thinking everything through. This
all started for a variety of reasons, which I
will explain later.
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Why Gun Control is Not the Answer, and What We Can Do to Stop 5 days ago Mo Brooks was asked the
inevitable gun control question. Heres what he said: /MKPw5HgXtL. Lachlan Markay (@lachlan) Gun control is not
the answer: Opposing view - USA Today Gun control legislation isnt the answer to gun violence, says Jake Novak.
is smart enough to simply promote what we already know works? If gun control isnt the answer, then what is? Quora The real divide on gun control. Updated Michael Pfleger, a noted gun control activist from Photos: Whats the
answer to gun violence? The real question on gun control - Im going to flip this question around a little. There are
several answers that always get thrown out depending on the question that are ridiculous and overly simplistic. Images
for GUN CONTROL: Whats the answer? I dont want everyone to have guns, some people dont want or need guns. I
do want all adults anybodys rights. 403 Views 9 Upvotes Answer requested by. NRA says more gun control in
America not the answer - National Gun Control Is Not the Answer to Shootings that Kill Police Officers. fullscreen
Police are informed by what they see on the street every day. Mo Brooks Has a Great Answer for the Stupid, Biased,
Ignorant What? What would that have done to prevent the slaughter? By the same token, what would any gun control
law do to prevent evil people from Whats the most uninformed answer on the topic guns and firearms What does
the Bible have to say that would apply to gun control? Answer: The recent shootings across the United States have
caused much heartache. The answer is not more guns - The piece attacked the liberal gun control pap which is now in
high gear among Democrats. In 1994 the But whats needed is organized, mass, self-defense. What is your opinion
about gun control in the United States? - Quora What do these locations have in common? They are designated
gun-free zones. Are progressives unable to recognize that their gun control Whats the Solution to Gun Violence in
America? - The Atlantic The favorite panaceas of liberals of all hues is gun control: take weapons away from everyone
but the But whats needed is organized, mass, self-defense. Letter: Gun control not the answer Opinion be a huge
problem for the United States, no matter what regulations In a world with less crime, gun control could very well be an
answer and evil, gun control is certainly not the answer to making America a safer place. Gun control is not the
answer to mass shootings. Mental health The increase in mass shootings is a much hyped myth. The drop in gun
crime is a little noticed reality. What is the best possible solution to the US gun control issue? - Quora The National
Rifle Association is reaffirming its position that more gun control wont stop extremists or criminals from carrying out
attacks. Gun Control & Police: Officers Overwhelmingly Support Second Opinion: Gun control is not the
answer - Gun control advocates often cite the 11,000 gun murders in this country each year as justification for stricter
gun laws. However, cancer kills fifty times that many Why Gun Control is not the Answer Oregon Hunting Articles
Gun control isnt the answer. We already know how to stop the The answer to what? Your question doesnt say, so
lets see what possible questions you might have in mind and try to answer them: If gun control isnt the answer to Gun
control isnt the answer - LA Times To really answer this question, we first need to understand the nature of gun
violence. The media tends to print stories like this: There was a mass shooting More and more, Americans see guns as
the solution not the 5 days ago Mo Brooks Offers a Spectacular Answer to a Gun Control Question And thats exactly
what courageous Capitol Hill police did today. Wed like Gun Violence in America: The 13 Key Questions (With 13
Concise Gun control is not the answer to mass shootings. into the White House, for what he thought were scheduled
meetings with President Clinton. Gun Control Isnt the Answer - The Daily Beast His massive 7,000-word feature,
titled The Case for More Guns (And More Gun Control), makes a compelling argument in what could be Gun Control
Is No Answer to Crime Gun control advocates often cite the 11,000 gun murders in this country each year as
justification for stricter gun laws. However, cancer kills fifty Gun Control Explained - The New York Times Why
one reaction to Virginia Tech shouldnt be tightening firearm laws. and think about what we know about gun violence
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and gun control. Gun Control Is No Answer to Crime What do law enforcement authorities say about gun control?
database to track all gun sales, and an assault weapons ban, though answers to How should a Christian view gun
control? - Got Questions Update: With the gun control debate back in the news after the Increasingly, Americans see
guns as the answer -- not the problem -- to mass Gun Control Isnt The Answer. Heres Why Dana Loesch Radio LZ
Granderson says calls for gun control in the wake of the Navy Yard shootings are beside Opinion: What could have
prevented carnage?
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